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ABSTRACT

Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) will play a key role in next-generation mobile networks to extend the range of supported

delay-sensitive applications. Furthermore, an increasing attention is paid to provide user-centric services, to better address

the strict requirements of novel immersive applications. In this scenario, MEC solutions need to efficiently cope with user

mobility, which requires fast relocation of service instances to guarantee the desired Quality of Experience. However,

service migration is still an open issue, especially for resource-constrained edge nodes interconnected by high-latency and

low-bandwidth links. In this paper, by leveraging the potential of lightweight container-based virtualization techniques,

we investigate a novel approach to support service provisioning in dynamic MEC environments. In particular, we present

a framework where proactive service replication for stateless applications is exploited to drastically reduce the time of

service migration between different cloudlets and to meet the latency requirements. The performance evaluation shows

promising results of our approach with respect to classic reactive service migration. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley &

Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Several classes of new applications are challenging the

current network and cloud infrastructures. As illustrated

in a recent report from ITU [1], applications such as

tactile internet, mobile gaming, and augmented reality are

pushing new requirements, especially in terms of latency.

To guarantee the desired Quality of Experience (QoE) for

the end-user, not only the network access delay, but also

the cloud service processing should be performed within

a few milliseconds. To achieve the 1 ms latency dream

for the next-generation 5G cloud-enabled services, both

network and cloud providers should jointly cooperate and

investigate novel approaches. In this regard, academic and

industrial research communities have focused on Mobile

Edge Computing (MEC) solutions to exploit processing

and storage capabilities at the edge of the network,

as near as possible to the end-user [2] [3]. Indeed,

the deployment of micro datacentres in the network

access points, known as cloudlets [4] [5], can guarantee

remarkable benefits in terms of low latency interaction and

scalability, by balancing the workload over the distributed

edge infrastructure. Furthermore, bringing the cloudlet

concept into the IoT scenario results in the definition of

the so-called Fog Computing paradigm, which envisages

a highly virtualized infrastructure composed of distributed

edge nodes to monitor and analyse the most time-sensitive

data generated by network connected devices [6] [7] [8].

In a MEC environment, a key challenge is represented

by the user mobility, which could cause significant

application degradation, even in small scenarios, as

reported in [9] [10]. To guarantee service continuity and

to meet the strict requirements of application latency,

the MEC framework needs to properly cope with service

migration between edge nodes. In this way, if a user moves

out from the coverage area of a specific cloudlet, then the

MEC system should be able to promptly detect the user’s

movement and relocate the user’s application by deploying

a new service instance, hosted on a cloudlet closer to the

end user.

Furthermore, MEC solutions need to tolerate the

constraints of heterogeneous cloudlets in term of

networking and computing resources. To face this issue,

container-based virtualization is considered one of the

Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 1
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most promising solutions for MEC environments [11]

[12] [13]. Containers allow for avoiding the overhead

due to virtualized hardware requested by hypervisor-based

virtualization, thus enabling fast initialization and dense

deployment of services, as experimented in [14]. All these

features make containers extremely attractive for usage

not only in datacentres, but also in edge nodes, such

as cloudlets and IoT gateways [15] [16]. Nevertheless,

enhanced orchestration solutions are required to fully

exploit the potential of containerized services for IoT

devices at the edge of the network [17] [18] [19].

In this paper, we investigate a novel approach to better

support user mobility for stateless micro-services. Indeed,

to achieve better scalability and resiliency, several cloud-

based applications are being redesigned to be stateless

[20], by saving application state and context data into

dedicated storage. According to this architecture, in

case of migration the service can properly work if the

relevant context data is preserved and the needed state

can be accessed on-demand. By exploiting the potential

of emergent container-based virtualization techniques,

we investigate methods to enable fast relocation of

stateless micro-services. In particular, we propose a novel

method based on lightweight service replication, to reduce

the service migration time in comparison to traditional

solutions and to increase service resiliency in case of host

failure. A preliminary study of our proposal has been

presented in [21].

The novel contributions of this paper can be sum-

marized as follows: (i) we present an ETSI-based MEC

framework to support efficient service relocation in mobile

edge networks; (ii) we define specific procedures to enable

proactive migration of container-based services for state-

less applications, by exploiting lightweight service repli-

cation; (iii) we present a performance evaluation which

shows the possible benefits in comparison to classic reac-

tive migration approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the background and use-cases for the proposed solution,

whereas Section 3 provides an overview on related

research work. In Section 4, we present the design of the

proposed MEC framework, defining the core modules and

relevant functionalities. Section 5 defines the procedures to

support fast relocation and replication of container-based

services for stateless application with relevant context

data. The performance evaluation is reported in Section 6.

Manifold open challenges and research areas are discussed

in Section 7 and, finally, conclusions are drawn in Section

8.

2. BACKGROUND AND APPLICATION

SCENARIOS

Cloud-oriented application models have given a consider-

able impetus towards the deployment of stateless services.

Whereas for stateful applications the state of the applica-

tion and the network stack must be preserved in case of

migration or failure, stateless applications do not account

for internal stored sessions and, instead, they rely on user

inputs or backend storage. The stateless feature presents

several advantages in terms of flexibility, scalability, and

reliability. Indeed, a stateless application could be repli-

cated on different worker nodes and, based on the specific

offloading request and the current connectivity quality, the

most appropriate instance could be selected.

The concept of stateless application is considered

one of the pillars of the micro-service architecture style

[22], a novel paradigm which aims at revolutionizing

the software development moving from a monolithic

application to the composition of multiple services. Micro-

services can be deployed independently of one another and

are loosely coupled. Each of these micro-services focuses

on completing a specific task and interacts with other

micro-services by using language-neutral interfaces, such

as REST/HTTP APIs. Stateless approaches are testified

by main research and application solutions. In particular,

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) [23] [24] promotes the

splitting of mobile applications to offload compute and

storage intensive tasks to available cloudlet, as long as

the latency requirement is preserved. This allows users to

achieve better performance and extend battery life of their

personal devices [25] [26].

Instead of leveraging only information provided by

the client, which may increase the size of the request,

stateless applications can also store their state in a

replicated distributed storage. In this regard, there is an

increasing trend to develop stateless network functions

[27] [28], which achieve more seamless elasticity and

better tolerate failures for the individual devices, while

presenting acceptable performance.

Accounting for all the above mentioned aspects, our

key observation is that next MEC-enabled applications

will face a growing deployment of stateless micro-services

to address issues of scalability and resiliency. Also,

stateless applications may introduce new opportunities

to efficiently face the user mobility issue, guaranteeing

fast response time in delay critical scenarios. Since

these applications rely on user inputs or backend data,

they do not have to be migrated by saving all the

process and connection states, which could be extremely

heavyweight since the transferred state must include

the entire memory footprint of the relevant running

VM/container. Recent research efforts have demonstrated

that traditional migration schemes of VMs and containers

still require not-negligible times, especially for constrained

cloudlets interconnected with low bandwidth and high

latency links [9] [29], and could cause degraded end-to-

end latency during the service relocation. On the other

hand, in case of stateless applications, only relevant

application data must be provided where needed, so that

the service can recover the state, resume the processing

and properly manage user requests. In this paper, we

2 Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 2012; 00:1–14 © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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investigate and design specific migration solutions for

stateless applications, where the application is replicated

at the new edge node, by preserving the data storage

necessary for its correct elaboration.

Several possible applications may achieve benefits from

the investigated approaches:

• Ultra short-latency task offloading: a framework

to design elastic and scalable edge-based mobile

applications is defined in [30] to overcome the

challenges of continuously changing and unreliable

MEC environments. In the development of sample

applications, most of the components are revealed

to be stateless and their adoption is strongly

recommended. By leveraging the combination

of containers and micro-service architecture, the

proposed migration approach can promote the

widespread of MEC-based applications, efficiently

supporting ultra short-latency interactions and

seamless user mobility.

• Sensing and IoT-oriented applications: as the num-

ber of personal IoT devices is continuously grow-

ing, an even stronger impetus is addressed to the

development and provisioning of stateless MEC-

based IoT applications able to analyse sensing data

and improve user experience, by providing real-

time feedback and actuation commands. Standard-

ized IoT devices use connection-less protocols,

such as Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)

over UDP [31], to interact with external nodes and

exploit a stateless REST-based application model,

which fits with the proposed approach.

• Content retrieval and video streaming: a consid-

erable amount of today Internet traffic is repre-

sented by content retrieval, such as file transfer and

video streaming. These applications are typically

referred to as stateless since the server is agnos-

tic of the client session state. The extremely low

response time enabled by MEC environments can

notably enhance the user experience by supporting

advanced personal cloud storage solutions and user

multimedia applications. Therefore, if the client

application on the mobile device implements fea-

tures to recover from server lost connection, by not

leveraging on session state persistence at network-

ing layers, it will be able to natively benefit from the

investigated stateless solutions. Otherwise, specific

proxy server could be introduced to transparently

preserve network connection in case of migration

[32].

3. RELATED WORK AND ENABLING

TECHNOLOGIES

3.1. Service migration and replication management

Nowadays, migration of service instances represents an

essential functionality in cloud distributed infrastructures.

Techniques for live migration of VMs in datacentres may

be classified in two major approaches: Pre-Copy and Post-

Copy memory migration [33]. In the first phase of Pre-

Copy approach, the hypervisor copies all the memory

pages from source to destination while the VM is still

running in the source. Afterwards, the VM will be stopped

at the source, the changed pages will be copied to the

destination, and VM will be resumed at the destination.

Instead, Post-copy first suspends the migrating VM at

the source, copies minimal processor state to the target

node, resumes the virtual machine, and begins fetching

memory pages over the network from the source. Different

parameters impact the efficiency of service migration and

determine its suitability for specific application scenario.

The main relevant metrics are: (i) Downtime, i.e., the time

during which the migrating VM is not running and the

user experiences service interruption; (ii) Total Migration

Time, which refers to the overall time for performing the

whole migration procedure and includes preparation phase,

downtime, and resume phase; (iii) Amount of transferred

data, which accounts for both memory and disk transfer

and is fundamental to evaluate the network requirements

between hosting nodes. Several research works have

been also conducted to extend live VM migration over

distributed Cloud datacentres. In [9] a VM handoff

method has been proposed for MEC environment to

tolerate the high variability in bandwidth and computation

capacity of cloudlets. Despite the remarkable efforts, the

results still present significant values of total migration

times, which could cause a notable reduction of QoE

in MEC environment, since degraded end-to-end latency

persists until the end of the operation. Furthermore, the

investigated solutions follow a reactive pattern, i.e., the

migration is triggered only when the user moves to a

different edge node.

The challenges of service replication have been highly

studied in the literature for VMs to support high

availability (HA) [34]. This feature requires the ability to

perform continuous failure detection, clone the state of

a VM, and recover by switching to an existing replica.

The approaches used to implement HA for VM can

be classified into two categories: (i) record-and-replay

accounts for specialized hypervisor which records all input

data in the primary VM, sends it over a dedicated link to

the secondary replica, and then replays it in the replica

[35]; (ii) check-pointing relies on periodically saving of the

whole VM state, sends it to the replica, and consistently

keeps the replica VM synchronized with the primary [36]

[37]. However, the performance of these solutions heavily

depends on the check-pointing frequencies and a high

amount of data needs to be transferred to the replica

Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 2012; 00:1–14 © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 3
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side. Furthermore, CloudSpider [38] proposes combining

VM replication with VM scheduling to reduce migration

latencies due to the transfer of large VM image over low

bandwidth WAN (Wide Area Network) links. Differently,

our approach is focused on stateless micro-services and

container-based virtualization, which cope better with the

limitation of resource-constrained edge nodes.

Another relevant area of research deals with Application

CDN at the edge [39] [40], which investigates the

deployment of web services in different edge nodes,

by distributing both service code and dynamic content.

Whereas our study addresses real-time replication of

stateless services based on single user migration, these

research work focus on the data management, since

concurrent accesses could corrupt data consistency

between the web servers. Indeed, differently from a

centralized datacentre, application deployed over WAN

could not rely on shared disk storage such as a SAN

(storage area network) or NAS (network-attached storage).

Efficient mechanism for file system synchronization and

replication are required for distributed cloud solutions

[41].

3.2. Container Virtualization

Container technologies have received a great attention in

the last years, enabling efficient lightweight virtualization.

System-level containers, such as OpenVZ and LXC,

can be executed simultaneously in the same host, by

leveraging separate process spaces, file systems, and

network stacks. Even if system-level containers guarantee

a reduced overhead with respect to VMs and present

live migration capabilities, different recent studies [29]

[42] have demonstrated that the total migration times

cannot meet the strict requirements of delay-sensitive

applications. On the other hand, application-oriented

containers have attracted great popularity, promoting the

paradigm where each container runs a single specific

service. In this regard, Docker [43] has emerged as the

predominant technology, by defining user-friendly image

formats and run-time environment.

Remarkable efforts have been addressed to enable high

availability also for container technologies [44]. By relying

on checkpoint functionality, in [45], a system to support

high availability for system-level containers has been

developed. However, due to the long duration of check-

pointing operations, this mechanism is suitable only for

delay tolerant applications. With regard to application

containers, the Kubernetes orchestration tool [46] allows

managing stateless replication by distributing service

instances among multiple nodes of the cluster. However,

this framework is not designed for MEC environments

and does not support context-based service relocation

according to users’ mobility.

4. AN ENHANCED MEC FRAMEWORK TO

SUPPORT PROACTIVE MIGRATION

To accelerate the widespread of MEC paradigm and pro-

mote interoperability among different vendors’ solutions,

ETSI MEC group has recently released a reference MEC

framework [47], which specifies the functional compo-

nents and their interfaces, i.e., the reference points. In this

Section we briefly present the current ETSI MEC frame-

work and we discuss how container-based virtualization

and replication mechanisms can be integrated to support

ultra-short latency applications in next 5G networks, thus

providing an architectural solution compliant with the

current standardization activities.

Indeed, although the ETSI MEC specification includes

guidelines to support relocation of MEC applications

between different edge nodes, their effective realizations

are not defined. Our proposed approach relies on

maintaining replicas of specific applications, to reduce

the overall migration times according to user mobility.

This involves the proactive activation of application

instances in multiple edge nodes and, for storage-

dependent applications, the synchronization of the data

among the different replicas. With reference to Fig. 1, we

resume the main components of the ETSI architecture and

define the requirements to introduce proactive application

migration via replication.

Mobile Edge Host (MEH): this entity includes

the virtualization infrastructure and the management

functionalities, i.e., Mobile Edge Platform (MEP), to

effectively perform the deployment of MEC applications

at the edge of the network. In particular, the virtualization

infrastructure provides the computing, storage, and

network resources for MEC applications. A specific

feature of MEH deals with the opportunity to offer

MEC services, such as Radio Network Information and

Location, which can be exploited by MEC applications.

However, the provisioning of MEC services strictly

depends on the MEHs and it is out of the scope of

this paper; therefore, we interchangeably use the terms

application and service to identify MEC applications

deployed at the edge. Besides, according to the current

ETSI specification, MEC applications are defined as

VMs running on top of the virtualization infrastructure.

To exploit the potential of container-based virtualization

in the network edge [29] [48], the MEH infrastructure

is required to be extended and provide support for

execution of container instances. Once MEC applications

are deployed, the Mp1 reference point allows the local

MEP to interface with hosted applications to check their

availability, manage their session state and traffic rules, and

provide access to persistent storage. Whereas Mp2 is used

to instruct data plane of the virtualization infrastructure

and to route traffic among applications, the Mp3 interface

allows for controlling communication between different

MEPs. By appropriately exploiting and enhancing Mp1

and Mp3 reference points, the replication mechanism can

4 Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 2012; 00:1–14 © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the replication-based MEC framework.

be appropriately performed. In particular, state propagation

updates are required between primary MEC application

and relevant replicas deployed in different MEHs.

Mobile Edge Host Level Management: this section

includes both the Virtualization Infrastructure Manager

(VIM) and the Mobile Edge Platform Manager (MEPM).

The former allocates and manages the resources of the

MEH virtualization infrastructure to perform provisioning

of applications. Also, it is responsible to provide relevant

software images. This represents a key aspect for service

relocation of container instances. If the image is not

available in the current edge, the VIM needs to pull the

requested image from private/public registry, or to transfer

the up-to-date image from the previous MEH and to

import it in the local catalogue. Furthermore, to guarantee

the effective support for ultra-short latency applications,

the VIM should implement the proposed procedures

of proactive application migration for container-based

virtualization, as described in Sec. 5. The MEPM is

responsible for monitoring the status of deployed MEC

applications and for managing their lifecycles. In case

of proactive migration, the MEPM is also required to

control the replicas provisioning and constantly verifies

their synchronizations.

Mobile Edge Orchestrator (MEO): this module plays

a key role in the MEC framework by orchestrating

the application provisioning over the distributed edge

infrastructure. In particular, it keeps an up-to-date view of

the overall mobile edge system, accounting for the status

of MEHs, relevant network topology, and user workload.

The MEO decides the deployment of applications in

the different MEHs based on relevant constraints, such

as latency and available resources, and via the relevant

VIMs configure the virtualization infrastructure to handle

the applications. Furthermore, it periodically validates

application requirements and adjust them at run-time.

If required, it triggers application relocation between

different MEHs. This also requires appropriate network

handover between the involved MEHs. The issue of service

migration over WAN is a well investigated topic in the

literature and some solutions, such as [49] [50], could be

adopted. To support our proposed strategy of proactive

service relocation, the following functionalities should be

introduced in our enhanced MEO:

• Proactive instance scheduling: it is responsible for

the efficient selection of application replicas and

their relevant locations. In particular, the scheduler

is continuously updated with the users’ locations

(i.e., MEH users connect to) and the edge nodes

status, and verifies that current service provisioning

is coherent with the predefined SLA. Otherwise, it

computes the number of replicas to be deployed for

matching application requirements and selects the

optimal hosting edge nodes.

• Management of application replicas: based on

the scheduling decisions, the MEO is required

to orchestrate the deployment of the replicas

among the different MEHs. In particular, it must

guarantee that only one of the replicas is actively

accessed by the user and it acts as primary.

Among the remaining secondary replicas, one is

also labelled as backup copy for fault tolerance

purpose. The state propagation from the primary

to the secondary replicas could be performed

in synchronous/asynchronous mode, according to

the implemented replication technology. When a

service migration is requested, this module interacts

Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 2012; 00:1–14 © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 5
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with the involved MEHs to issue the service

migration to a different replica. Following this

process, the roles of primary/secondary instances

are updated and the flows of state propagation

among the replicas are modified consequently.

According to the scheduling decision, either

additional replicas could be instantiated or existing

replicas could be relocated between federated

edges.

5. PROACTIVE APPLICATION MIGRATION

IN MEC SCENARIO

To support ultra-short latency applications as those

envisioned in Sec. 2, we introduce the concept of proactive

migration in a MEC environment. The basic idea is to

guarantee fast relocation by deploying multiple instances

of the user service in neighbouring edge nodes, so to

rely on already available instances whenever handoff to

a different cloudlet is necessary. In this way, the long

migration time required by reactive service relocation

can be drastically reduced. In particular, when the

user moves out from the coverage area of a serving

cloudlet (hereinafter referred to as source edge), the MEC

framework needs to first locate the most suitable node

(i.e., in terms of geographical proximity and application

requirements) to accommodate the migrating service. Once

the target edge is selected, the procedure of migration

for context-based stateless application requires that the

relevant up-to-date data are locally available to the service,

in order to properly access the stored resources and execute

its business logic. We underline that the data relevant to the

application context should be accessible in the target edge,

to reduce possible performance degradation caused by the

access to remote shared storages. Different approaches

to store context data can be selected according to

application requirements, such as relational databases, No-

SQL solutions, and object storage. However, to consider a

completely Docker container solutions, in this paper we

assume the context information are stored in a relevant

Data Volume (DV) managed by the edge node.

Indeed, Docker containers are designed to be

ephemeral, i.e., all the data generated by a container

are lost when the container is removed. To enable

data persistence, DVs are introduced to preserve data

independently of the container’s life cycle. In mobile

scenarios, where stateless containers could be executed

on-demand in different edge nodes, these DVs represent a

core element to enable context persistence. Volumes can

be initialized during the creation of Docker container. In

addition to creating a volume, also a directory from the

hosting node could be mounted by the local Docker engine

into a container. Flocker [51] is an open-source container

Data Volume Manager which allows moving DVs attached

to Docker container between different hosts. However,

this solution has been developed for Cloud environments,

leveraging block-based shared storage backend. To make

DVs available on different potential edge nodes and

guarantee extremely fast read/write operation, appropriate

mechanisms for data management need to be designed and

implemented.

In Fig. 2 we show in detail the procedures required

to perform the proactive service migration. After the

provisioning of the user application in the MEC system,

periodical synchronizations of the relevant DV are carried

out between the primary instance and each secondary

instance, to keep related application data storage up-

to-date. To perform the transmission of data between

different edge nodes, the rsync [52] utility can be used,

which provides fast incremental data transfer. Then,

to minimize the migration time and consequently the

downtime, we adopt an appropriate pre-copy approach for

the migration of the containerized service. Our proposed

solution includes the following steps:

1. First DV synchronization: the DV of the source con-

tainer is transferred to the target edge, to synchro-

nize data with respect to the last synchronization

point;

2. Graceful stop of the container: the Docker Engine

issues an appropriate signal to smoothly stop the

process executed in the container. In this way,

on-going user requests or I/O operations can

be completed, before shutting down the source

container;

3. Final DV synchronization: During the first syn-

chronization, the source container is still running,

therefore some files on the target edge server can

become outdated. When the container is stopped

and its files are not being changed, the second

synchronization is performed;

4. Restart of the container on the target server: the

container is created and executed on the target

server. Accounting that DV with updated context

data is mounted on the container, it can gracefully

restart;

5. Switching user traffic from the source container to

the target container;

6. Releasing the source container, with relevant DV, on

the source edge.

An advantage of this procedure lies in its reliability.

Indeed, if during the restart phase something goes wrong

in the target edge node, the migration procedure can

be rolled back, and the container will restart on the

source edge, since all data contained in the DV are still

locally preserved. Furthermore, if the process executed

in the container is also able to update its configuration

at run-time, based on the content of the DV, then the

container itself might be effectively activated before the

migration event (thus, avoiding Step 4 related to container

starting). This would contribute to the overall reduction

6 Trans. Emerging Tel. Tech. 2012; 00:1–14 © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Stateless container proactive migration scheme with replication.

of the migration time. Accounting for the periodical

data synchronization, the data transfers performed after

the trigger of migration procedure will require less time

compared to the pure reactive migration solution, since

only the differences with respect to the last synchronization

point should be managed and a lower amount of data

is transferred. This represents a key aspect to effectively

support user mobility in MEC environment, where the QoE

is strictly dependant not only to the downtime but also to

the total migration time. Indeed, until the completion of

the migration process, the user needs to interact with the

serving instance in the source edge and the relevant round-

trip time could exceed the tolerable delay. Therefore, the

procedure of service migration shall be performed within

extremely short time intervals.

On the other hand, the proposed proactive approach

introduces additional costs per each user service,

which should be appropriately accounted for. First, the

deployment of secondary instance at the edge of the

network requires proactive storage of the container image,

whose local availability is fundamental to fast instantiate

the container in the cooperating edge nodes. In this

regard, it is worth underlying that a wise management of

application-level containers may reduce the total storage

requirements by exploiting similarities among different

container images.

In case of a storage-dependent application, the different

replicas must also have immediate access to up-to-

date stored information. Therefore, the system needs to

provide a data synchronization system, which manages

the periodical propagation of data updates to maintain

DV coherency. This aspect implies that further costs have

to be afforded to deploy service instance supported by

replication mechanism, in term of storage resources for the

DV and bandwidth requirements to guarantee periodical

DV synchronization. Edge nodes are typically inter-

connected with low-bandwidth and high-latency links;

thus, the data replication mechanism shall properly select

the update frequency to minimize data traffic and avoid

network congestion. Our approach considers a loosely

coupled synchronization among the replicas, by leveraging

a periodical propagation of the status of the DV content.

Instead, a strongly coupled DV synchronization, such

as DRBD [53], with synchronous protocol replication

may imply a non-negligible application degradation, due

to the delay to perform disk operations in the second

replica node. To implement asynchronous data replication

of DV container, Lsyncd [54] can be exploited to

monitor file system changes and periodically perform

synchronization; this guarantees a lightweight mirroring

solution. Once the migration procedure is successfully

performed, the replication framework must also update the

role of the different replicas. It changes the state of the

previous serving instance from primary to secondary and,

correspondingly, the state of the new service replica from

secondary to primary. Besides, the user movement to the

new serving area could trigger the need to relocate some

of the remaining existing replicas accordingly.

During the deployment of replicas, the MEC orches-

trator must also reserve enough computation, memory,

and networking resources to guarantee the execution of

the application adhering to the Service Level Agreement

(SLA). Although such a solution could result prohibitive

in case of VM-based virtualization, containers present

reduced overhead. This feature allows for a high density

of service deployments and makes the solution acceptable

even in resource-limited cloudlets deployed at the edge

of the network. Furthermore, an optimized planning of

service replicas, by carefully selecting the number and

location in a cellular environment, drastically reduces the
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Figure 3. Setup testbed environment.

overall cost. To this aim, in Sec. 7, manifold research chal-

lenges are drawn, by identifying possible optimizations to

be further investigated.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1. Testbed description

In this Section we assess the benefits of the proposed

proactive service replication mechanism. For this analysis,

we build a testbed environment to emulate a multi-

edge scenario. In particular, the proactive migration

approach is evaluated between two workstations which

are representative of the edge clouds. Both workstations

use the same operating system Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS and

are running a Docker Engine (version 1.10.3) to provide

the virtualization platform for running the backend cloud

services inside Docker containers. One server is equipped

with an Intel Xeon E3-1231 3.40 GHz and 8 GB RAM,

whereas the other is equipped with an Intel Core i5-

3472U 1.80 GHz and 8 GB RAM. Another workstation

operates as a Mobile Edge Orchestrator to manage the

service provisioning in the edge system; in particular, the

orchestrator issues commands related to the instantiation,

migration, and removal of containerized services in the

edge nodes. The proposed analysis does not address the

network handover between geo-distributed clouds, which

represents a research area complementary to our work

and several solutions have been proposed in the literature

[49]. Therefore, in our environment, all the servers are

connected to the same LAN through an Ethernet switch.

The user application, which can interact with the backend

service running in the edge system, is executed on a

mobile laptop. When a migration event is performed, the

IP associated to the backend service container is preserved

by properly creating virtual interfaces in the different edge

nodes, so that the migration is transparent to the user. The

setup of our testbed environment is sketched in Fig. 3.

To emulate a distributed edge environment, we analyse

the migration procedure by varying the latencies between

the edge nodes. The selected latency values are coherent

with the averages values reported in [9]. Latencies between

edge nodes are emulated by using the Netem tool,

which allows for introducing delay and reproducing MEC

conditions in laboratory environments. The bandwidth

between edge nodes is equal to 100 Mbps, whereas the

latency is increased up to 40 ms.

To better evaluate the benefits introduced by our

approach, we consider a traditional reactive stateless

migration as benchmark solution for comparison. In

literature, some approaches have been investigated for

the migration of system-level containers based on a pre-

copy approach [29] [42]. To perform a coherent analysis

with our proposed solution, we evaluate a similar reactive

solution for stateless Docker containerized applications,

assuming that the migration is triggered only when the

user moves under the coverage of a different edge node.

To perform the transmission of data between different

edge nodes, we use the rsync utility [52] which provides

fast incremental data transfer. For our proposed proactive

solution, we also adopt the Lsyncd tool [54] to monitor

changes in the container DV content and to periodically

perform DV synchronization.

6.2. Experimental results

Our analysis aims at assessing the benefits of the proactive

solutions, accounting for a realistic scenario, i.e., when

the context of a containerized service instance is dynamic

and can be modified according to either business logic

or user activities. To this aim, we consider a generic-

purpose stateless application, so that the results can

be easily generalized to different use cases, according

to the different service requirements. In particular, to

evaluate the impact of data generation, we build a Docker

image based on Ubuntu distribution, which generates

dynamic random data with varying rates by using the

Linux dd tool. The generated files are stored into the

relevant DV container, which could be either migrated or

replicated across the different edge nodes. For both reactive

and proactive migration approaches, the delays related

to network handover are not accounted in our testbed

environment. We assume different DV sizes, ranging from

10 to 50 MBs. Each service migration test is repeated 30

times and all the results are shown with a 95% confidence

interval.

As reported in Fig. 4, the proactive replication-based

approach enables shorter migration times since a reduced

amount of data is required to be synchronized during the

migration event. We achieve a reduction of total migration

time equal to 52% and 84% respectively for 10 MBs

and 50 MBs in case of 1 ms inter-edge latency, while

the relevant benefits range from 25% to 70% in case

of 40 ms inter-edge latency. Furthermore, the proactive

approach exhibits constant migration times regardless the

sizes of the migrated DVs. This makes the solution more

scalable and timely efficient for delay-sensitive cloud

applications, since only the differences with respect to the

last synchronization point should be managed and a lower

amount of data is transferred. Furthermore, we underline
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Figure 4. Comparison of total migration time for reactive and

proactive service migration approaches.

Figure 5. Total migration time for proactive approach with different

synchronization periods.

that Docker container images are cached in the edge nodes

for both reactive and proactive migration approaches in our

analysis. Otherwise, the reactive migration solution would

incur an additional delay due to the time necessary to pull

the relevant image from a service registry (i.e., a Docker

registry). Image data are sent over the network compressed

and, then, saved in the local storage uncompressed. The

pull time mainly depends on the image size (for example,

the size of the used Ubuntu Docker image is equal to 188

MBs).

A key factor in the replication-based approach is

the time interval between two subsequent DV content

synchronizations, the so-called synchronization period. To

evaluate the impact of this parameter on the performance,

Fig. 5 shows the resulting migration times for different

synchronization periods. In particular, we use the same

Figure 6. Average generated traffic for proactive approach with

different synchronization periods.

Docker image to generate new random data stored in the

DV with different rates. Before a random migration event

within the interval [0 , 60] sec. is simulated, the system

is stabilized to guarantee a correct behaviour of the DV

replication mechanism. By increasing the time interval

between subsequent DV synchronization events in the

Lsyncd configuration, the total migration time increases.

To also evaluate the costs of the proposed solution in

terms of inter-edge bandwidth requirements, the traffic

generated between the primary instance and the replica

over 60 seconds is observed (the system is analysed

assuring that DV replication mechanism is in a steady

state, i.e., the initial synchronization has been previously

completed). In case of zero delay between synchronization,

the traffic is constant and proportional to the rate of

generated data, while in the other cases the traffic presents

periodical spikes according to the selected synchronization

period. In Fig. 6, the average network traffic between

primary and replica assumes lower values when decreasing

the synchronization period, since Lsyncd monitors content

in the DV over the selected period, aggregates and

combines the detected data changes, and then synchronizes

the replica.

Another relevant parameter to evaluate the feasibility

of the proposed replication approach in an ultra-dense

cellular system is represented by the initialization time,

i.e., the time to deploy a replica in a secondary edge

node. Indeed, to increase the capabilities of the cellular

network, next-generation 5G system [55] will envision

the coexistence of heterogeneous small cells, such as

femtocells and WiFi access points, with different coverage

areas, also able to host cloud services at the edge. In Fig.

7, we plot the values required to initialize a replica of the

considered container by accounting for different DV sizes

and latency values between the edge nodes. According

to the initialization times and edge node coverage, the
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Figure 7. Average initialization time to activate a new replica in a

different edge-node.

replication-based scheme introduces constraints on the

maximum velocity of the mobile users. For instance,

assuming a femtocell radius ranging from 20 to 50 meters

[56] and the linear crossing of the user over the maximum

cell extension, the initialization time in case of DV size

of 50 MBs implies a user mobility below 26 and 67 km/h

respectively, to guarantee the effective deployment of the

replica. It is worth underlying that these speed values are

coherent, in the former case, with users with low mobility

(such as pedestrians and cyclists) and, in the latter case,

with user moving on vehicle within urban environments

(which usually set specific speed limits). This analysis

provides useful indications for the MEC orchestrator to

appropriately select edge nodes for replica deployment.

7. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORKS

The integrated use of lightweight virtualization techniques

and proactive replication approach seems promising to

support next-generation delay-sensitive cloud applications.

Moreover, the proposed proactive approach raises several

research issues that require further investigation.

7.1. Replica Scheduling policies

To guarantee the desired user QoE, while minimizing the

costs of replication approach, appropriate analytic models

should be defined to optimize the number of service

replicas and the adopted deployment policy. In particular,

the MEC orchestrator has to:

• identify the list of eligible cloudlets to host service

instances: in this phase, the list of available

edge nodes should be filtered based on both the

requirements of the application and the status of

nodes. In particular, the framework should carefully

evaluate the user perceived latency for service

instance hosted on a specific cloudlet, as well as the

network bandwidth and latency between different

edge nodes. Furthermore, the framework should

consider the requirement in terms of processing

and storage required by a specific service, both for

primary and secondary service instances.

• select the appropriate number of replicas: the

framework should carefully evaluate the number

of replicas to minimize the cost of replication

management, while guaranteeing user QoS in

case of user location change. This choice might

change dynamically to fit the user mobility and the

available network/cloud infrastructure.

• identify the efficient placement of the replicas at

different edge nodes: the selection of the hosting

sites is essential to meet application SLA and to

minimize the cost of the replication management.

This phase can be also enhanced by estimating

edge node workloads, wireless connectivity and

exploiting the prediction of user mobility patterns

[57] [58].

Indeed, by considering a traditional cellular cluster

topology, a naive approach is represented by distributing

replicas in all the near edges to the serving cloudlet, as

sketched in Fig. 8 (a). However, this approach involves

two drawbacks. On the one hand, there is a risk of

underutilizing reserved resources in edge nodes which

the user will never connect to, while, on the other hand,

the prospect is to overload cloudlets with replicas if a

large number of user requires delay-sensitive services

(thus reducing the number of new effective services

deployed due to lack of available resources). As a possible

solution to reduce the impact of service replication, precise

estimation of user mobility pattern can drastically reduce

the cost of replica deployment. For instance, by exploiting

information about user position and orientation, the system

could perform simple predictions of future user path and

replicate services only at the target edges towards the user

mobility direction. In this way, the number of involved

edge nodes may be almost halved, as depicted in Fig. 8 (b).

Similarly, in traditional cellular systems, proactive channel

reservation schemes and relevant analytical models have

been highly investigated to reduce the probability of

dropped calls during user handovers by exploiting user

mobility prediction [59]. To this aim, a group of channels is

reserved to ensure the priority of successful handover calls.

However, these available channels can be interchangeably

exploited by all the users moving to the same cell. This

differs from our MEC scenario where each deployed

application instance is strictly associated to a single user,

accounting for the relevant context data. Therefore, the

replicas deployed in the near edge nodes are reserved only

for the user which has requested the related service.

More accurate prediction of user path can be

considered by building a mobile service usage cartography

based on filtered historical movement pattern and
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. Examples of replicas deployment in a cellular network with naive approach (a), user direction prediction (b), and vehicular mobility

prediction (c).

contextual knowledge [60]. For instance, in vehicular

urban environment, highly accurate estimation of handoff

events along the path to destination can be modelled by

accounting for the time taken to transit road segments

along the path, navigation zone characteristics, and

behaviour of users on specific road segments. In this way,

the cost of service replication could be further alleviated

by deploying the service replicas only in specific edge

nodes leveraging on the predicted user trajectory, as shown

in Fig. 8 (c). An initial study on optimization of replica

deployment for mobile users in edge environments has

been presented in [61]. Furthermore, by using models able

to predict the user path from source to destination [62],

the MEC system could evaluate if enough resources can

be reserved in the cloudlets along the user route, to plan

extremely fast migrations between the selected edge nodes

and guarantee the desired QoE.

7.2. Support for stateful applications

Finally, the management of stateful applications can

extend the possible range of scenarios supported by

the proposed framework. However to support stateful

service migration and replication, the underlying container

technology should provide appropriate features to manage

the states of the hosting applications. To this aim, the

efforts performed by the CRIU project [63] to implement

checkpoint features for Docker containers seem promising.

Nonetheless, specific procedures need to be designed

to propagate the states of the containers among the

replicas, while minimizing the overhead of periodical

check-pointing. Indeed, depending on the frequency of

checkpoint replication and the amount of state changed

since the previous checkpoint, replication for VM-based

virtualization can easily consume up to some hundreds

Mbps for memory intensive workloads [36]. These data

flows are unmanageable by edge nodes that are typically

connected with each other through high latency and

low bandwidth links. As a consequence, the overall

traffic due to state synchronization among replicas must

be reduced to cope with networking resources that are

constrained and also quite expensive. Another key issue

is the appropriate management of service replicas in

case of tight synchronization. When the MEC system

detects user movements and decides a different replica

attachment for a specific application, then control flows for

state propagation among replicas should be appropriately

modified to keep their coherent synchronization.

Another emerging approach to enable scalable applica-

tions relies on moving application states into backend sys-

tems [27]. To provide fast access to on-demand state and

guarantee adequate application performance, extremely

low-latency interaction between the processing service and

relevant data store is required. In case of distributed cloud

environment, the backend data system needs to manage the

state replication over multiple sites by providing a distri-

bution protocol which guarantees state coherency among

replicas. To consider this novel development model, our

proposed proactive migration could also be extended by

enabling integrated replication of both stateless service and

relevant backend system. Future work will be addressed to

investigate and evaluate the impact of this paradigm in a

MEC environment.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach for the

provisioning of ultra-short latency applications in MEC

environments. Accounting for the potential of container

technologies and for the novel micro-service paradigm,

a framework to support proactive service migration for

stateless applications has been designed. The conducted

performance evaluation assessed the potential of our

solution in guaranteeing fast service relocation within

MEC environments. Future research will be conducted to

define analytical models to optimize service replication
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among federated edge nodes, so to guarantee the desired

user experience while reducing the relevant costs.
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